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A UNIQUE
Blend of Flavor


                    Our Menu                                           food menu






WINE
and dine
Combining a century's worth of experience, we introduce Fava Ristorante Italiano to the Glen Mills/Concord Township community! Indulge in our Italian Mediterranean Fusion cuisine that was inspired by Italian, Greek, Spanish, and Provencal influences.


                    Our Drinks                                           menu





Celebrate
at fava
Take your celebration to our unique banquet room for a truly private dining experience with all your favorite friends, family, or co-workers in Glen Mills, PA. Our private party and banquet room is perfect for events with up to 120 people. Our chef takes pride in preparing menu selections for all special occasions. Celebrate your upcoming event at Fava!


                    Private Party                                           book now
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Reservations
Begin your dining experience. We look forward to serving you.
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Reviews
review by - OpenTable

                  JKPK:
                  


Food was excellent! Our server was very attentive and did not rush us! Dessert was also delicious! Noise level was a little high.



review by - OpenTable

                  Lyneka P:
                  


If I could give this place more stars I would. From the moment we stepped in the door we were greeted immediately with smiles and expectations of seating. We went to the bar to have drinks while we waited for our table all to end up staying at the bar. Our bar tender was very good and so was our drinks. She made me a sangria and my fiance' ordered an old fashiom, which is his favorite. Both drinks were amazing. I wish I could remember the bar tender but she gave very good recommendations for food. Debonair Mike..LOL, Mr Mike was very nice and personable as well. Oh I forgot to mention the amazing pianist who played non stop. The ambiance was everything. We will be returning very soon.



review by - OpenTable

                  Rebecca S.:
                  


Wonderful service & food. business dinner. highly recommend lobster risotto, app - flatbread & yummy homemade bread. it's tucked away but so worth the find!



review by - OpenTable

                  Katie:
                  


Never disappointed at Fava, happy hour or dining. Great waitress. Friendly place, good menu and bar.



review by - Google

                  J Suss:
                  


Hosted a rehearsal dinner. Mike and Staff were amazing. Food was awesome. So accommodation and helpful!!



review by - Google

                  Stephanie Varis:
                  


Excellent service, delicious food, talented pianist and great ambiance! Fun Happy Hour!
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Location

1102 Baltimore Pike Suite #101
Glen Mills, PA
19342


Hours


                        Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur                    

                        11:30 AM - 9:00 PM                    

                        Fri                    

                        11:30 AM - 10:00 PM                    

                        Sat                    

                        10:30 AM - 10:00 PM                    

                        Sun                    

                        10:30 AM - 8:30 PM                    


Find us on...

Twitter pageFacebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(484)-840-8603
info@favaglenmills.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


